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A Message from the President

ELT or English (Language)
Education?
Korean teachers of English often refer to their trade as English (Language) Education. They
seldom speak of it as English Language Teaching or ELT. They apparently think of ELT as but an
inferior incarnation of English (Language) Education. It turns out, though, that they are quite distinct
referentially .
The fact is that there is a fairly clear line of demarcation between the two terms here. For one thing,
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English (Language) Education normally targets English as a mother tongue and ELT, English as ESOL.
For another, the former builds on a foundation of basic spoken-English competency while the latter
usually starts from scratch. From the ground up, so to speak.
Thus English (Language) Education deals primarily with proficiency in language arts, as they figure
in the language of well-schooled native speakers. On the other hand, ELT has to do mostly with

Nahm-Sheik Park
President

quotidian English, as used by non-native speakers. In English (Language) Education, the main brief is

Contents

to foster the ability to function refinedly in the language. In contrast, ELT shoots mostly for the ability
to use the language primarily to just get ideas across in cross-linguistic situations. That said, ELT may
be something roughly like English (Language) Education minus most of its bells and whistles. Make
no mistake, though. The two are not exactly alike even with the latter reduced to its bare essentials.
Some may make the case that English (Language) Education is just an ELT writ large and is thus
a completely harmless term even in the ESOL/EFL context. My counter-argument here: English
(Language) Education is an ELT writ way too large. The mantle that belongs to it apparently is much
too big to be comfortable for our humble trade to put on. What is involved here is very much of a
stretch.
Some colleagues of mine say that English (Language) Education just puts a little extra sheen on
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dealing, is there? Is ELT such a hopelessly dirty word? My answer: Anything but. What we need to do
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Dreams, Determination,
Dedication, and …

Hyewon Lee

4th Wave
Dept. of English Language Teaching
hyewon411@igse.ac.kr

I still remember the day my mother showed me a newspaper

fessors and gain valuable information, including which gradu-

it, I realize the huge contributions IGSE made throughout. I do

constantly being renewed, and I am determined and dedicated

advertisement announcing a full scholarship master’s program

ate programs in the U.S. were strong and specialized in lan-

not know how to express my thankfulness for everyone who

to achieving it. I was tiny and fragile, but I have been getting

in English education. The ad slogan, “Tiny, but shiny,” inspired

guage testing, a benefit I could not have easily accessed from

helped me arrive where I currently am. In the beginning, I was

stronger since I started to rebuild my life. I am looking forward

and excited me, a hopeless senior in college, struggling with

Korea.

a little girl who was wandering in the course of my life, but the

to a shining future, for my life is already being illuminated.

the direction of my life after graduation. I had lost confidence

two years at IGSE transformed me to be goal-oriented and

After graduating from IGSE, feeling highly prepared to move

in myself and felt very small, but the slogan suggested that a

onto the next stage of my life, I applied for Ph.D. programs in

small thing could have a bright future. It was just a short

the U.S. Because I was the first IGSE graduate to make this

I had a dream, was determined to achieve it, dedicated

phrase, but its impact on my life was significant.

actively seek what I wanted.

attempt, I lacked the advice one could normally get from seniors

myself, and have almost fulfilled it. I have completed 60 credits

IGSE offered me countless benefits, but the most significant

who are slightly ahead on a similar life path. However, this

(four to five years worth of courses) of required coursework in

was full support, both academically and emotionally, from the

limitation could not stop the pursuit of my dream. I studied hard

three years because I had 24 credits transferred from IGSE.

president and the faculty members, in building and pursuing my

to receive satisfactory scores on the TOEFL and the Graduate

Thanks to this advantage, I was able to take 20 additional cred-

dream. They always kept their office doors wide open and wel-

Record Examinations (GRE), which are required. I also published

its of quantitative research methods courses to obtain a minor

comed me anytime. Our numerous formal and informal conver-

a research article in Foreign Language Education, one of the

in statistics and a certificate in quantitative psychology. This

sations led to me finding an academic interest in language

top applied linguistics journals in Korea, and I submitted this

equipped me with a strong statistical background essential in

testing and choosing my career path in the field. Faculty mem-

article as a writing sample in my application packets. The

language testing research. I am now in the last year of my doc-

bers encouraged me to earn a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) at

IGSE professors were also highly supportive of my application

toral program and working toward graduation. What is left

an American graduate school program and grow academically

processes. They wrote me strong letters of recommendation and

includes passing a preliminary examination, consisting of writ-

to be a more competent professional. They also provided prac-

provided constructive feedback on many drafts of my statement

ten and oral parts, which will officially allow me to begin my

tical advice for achieving this goal, such as how to find a grad-

of purpose. This essay, which states the reasons and objectives

dissertation work, which I must then write and defend.

uate program that best fit my interests. I was no longer a per-

for study in the program to which one is applying, is considered

son who lived a life without direction, and I was preparing to
fulfill my dream.

one of the critical documents in gaining admission.

I am a little nervous that it will not be as easy as the past
years of my Ph.D. life. It has been difficult to balance my own

All these endeavors and supports helped me gain admission

studies with my assistantship work, including teaching courses

IGSE’s well-structured curriculum, covering a wide range of

to two quality doctoral programs in the U.S. One program even

and working on external projects with professors here.

areas, was also another asset to getting me closer to my goal.

provided a full scholarship and assistantship, meaning my tui-

However, I am positive that I will overcome any obstacles I may

Twenty-four credits of spoken and written communication over

tion would be fully covered and I would receive a monthly sti-

encounter as I have done so far, and will successfully finish my

two years helped me build a solid foundation in English, one of

pend as either a teaching or research assistant. This great offer

Ph.D.

the crucial factors to succeed in an English-speaking graduate

thrilled not only me but also the whole IGSE community. I hap-

This is not the end of my dream, though. I would like to draw

program. Likewise, the seminar abroad at the University of

pily accepted and began my journey as a Ph.D. student at Iowa

from what I have gained from all those challenging but mean-

Hawaii, Manoa, for which IGSE provided financial support, was

State University where I am studying now.

ingful years and disseminate it to society at large as well as

a preview of graduate student life in the United States. While

Looking back upon this whole process from how I began my

the academic community. I especially hope to be in a position

in Hawaii, I had the opportunity to meet world-renowned pro-

dream to how I became determined and dedicated to achieve

to apply my research findings to benefit society. My dream is
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Sandra McKay’s Special Lecture
English as an International Language:
Where We Are and Where We Need To Go

Stephen Jones

Luke Daniel Jones

12th Wave
Dept. of English Language Teaching
stephen.jones@igse.ac.kr

12th Wave
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
ldj87@igse.ac.kr

Recently, we had the honour of listening to a special lecture

ing abroad. With such vast figures being spent, Professor

by the esteemed Sandra McKay, a Professor Emeritus of San

McKay highlighted the issue of inequality in the access to

Francisco State University. I will attempt here to summarise the

English learning, where ability in English can be a prerequisite

First of all, I would like to say that it was a great pleasure to

notions of EIL into classrooms around Korea? According to pro-

lasting messages the lecture had on fellow graduate students

in the jobs market and so perpetuates the divide created by

attend a lecture by such a renowned professional in the field of

fessor McKay, there are a number of ways to do this. Firstly, as

and me.

English access and its link to socio-economic position. She did

English Language Teaching. Professor Sandra McKay’s accom-

the number of English second language speakers is growing,

Professor McKay’s lecture began by discussing the differenc-

however highlight the ability to redress some of this issue

plishments in our field are overwhelming. She has published

there is more chance of interaction taking place between two

es between definitions in the field, namely those of; ESL, EFL,

using technology, as a tool not only to aid English learning, but

several books, written multiple articles that have appeared in

second language speakers of the language; English teachers

World Englishes, ELF, and EIL. This was particularly helpful for

also to help alleviate the issue many students have with identi-

prestigious journals, and served on the editorial advisory board

and materials developers can include examples of this type of

fellow first year students and myself, for we are encountering

ty and acquiring a new language. Another valid and impres-

for the Journal of Second Language Writing and TESOL quar-

interaction in their materials. Similarly, ELT materials can

these terms often in our readings and a clear understanding is

sionable point made was that of Othering, the idealising of

terly. Professor McKay is certainly the kind of professional all

include various examples of spoken English so that the stu-

particularly important as we search for thesis research topic

native speakers for their lifestyles or accents or the issues of

of us should admire and attempt to emulate.

dents can be exposed to the many ways English is used today

ideas. I personally found the professor’s lecture very insightful

stigmatising students through stereotyping. Following on from

As discussed in her lecture, one of Professor McKay’s current

around the world. English teachers may also strive to promote

for she suggested topics for further study throughout her lec-

this topic, was a discussion of varieties of English and their

research interests involves investigating the manner in which

their students’ cross-cultural sensitivity by including articles or

ture. Of particular interest were the insights into English as an

purpose and validity in building identities in communities that

English as an international language (EIL) is used for cross-cul-

video clips on various foreign cultures and asking the students

International Language, and the limited research into the area

speak English as a second or foreign language. The argument

tural communication. She sees EIL as an expansion of English

to compare these cultures with their own.

of perceived incentives for learning English in the Korean con-

was made for making the argument for textbooks to include

as a lingua franca, the chosen foreign language of communica-

This was a very insightful lecture from a well-respected pro-

text. The professor also discussed the effects studying English

more second language English speakers’ dialogues, something

tion between two people who do not share the same language

fessional in our field. I am sure I speak for all of us when I say I

has on Korea. Topics discussed were; the influence of the

those considering producing a project for their IGSE graduation

or culture, as it emphasises the power English can have on

am very thankful to professor McKay for taking time out of her

imagined community in marketing programs, the vast amount

should note.

one’s life. English is taught almost everywhere in the world

busy schedule to come to IGSE and share her current research

of money spent on learning English in the country, and an intro-

In conclusion, I have tried to summarise the main points

because people see it as a passport to a better career, a higher

ideas with us.

duction to the debate about whether English should be made

made by Professor Sandra McKay during her lecture at IGSE. I

salary and success. She discussed the main issues of EIL and

an official language of Korea. Along with perceived incentives

am sure if she were to read this, she may not find my summary

the fact that the English language has a global linguistic

of studying English in Korea, the professor discussed the impor-

conclusive. However, I have attempted to communicate my

hegemony in many fields, such as business, tourism, technolo-

tant issue of identity, its role in language learning, and the pos-

lasting impressions from the lecture, which throughout, the

gy, and education. English has truly become an international

sibilities technology can have on overcoming identity issues in

professor illustrated with enlightening examples and contexts

language with almost a billion people around the world speak-

language learning. Professor McKay went on to explain the

that were not only funny when warranted but included practical

ing it, which means there are more second language speakers

challenges facing ELT, the inequality of access to English learn-

applications that were also full of ideas for future research. I

than native speakers. The growth of English surely has some

ing, the tendency of Othering, and the dilemma of standards.

truly feel honoured to have listened to her speak about where

profound impacts on the English language and ELT around the

The very current and important challenge of equality was high-

the field of English language teaching, English as an interna-

world.

lighted by the sheer numbers involved, the trillions of Won

tional language is at, and where we need to go as teachers and

spent on private English education in Korea, and the tens of

future researchers.

So, how can ELT professionals implement some of the

thousands of Korean students that spend a year or more study-
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The Linguistic Landscape of Seoul (2)
2. Phaenographs

Graphic and Textual Ludicity
James Forrest

Professor
Dept. of English Language Teaching
james@igse.ac.kr

Taking a resources and repertoires approach, we’ll continue

e) The name of this nail salon puns the Korean

our overview of some of the graphic delights of the Korean

시작, meaning ‘poetic composition’. Here, we

linguistic landscape by examining some of the more playful

have the original ‘composing / doing’ hanja 作

textual and letterform creations we might encounter, focusing

for the second element, preceded by the graphically crossed

largely (though not exclusively) on English. We’ll look at graphic

‘she’ to connect with the target customer. The final word nail

crossing, phaenographs, examples of pictographs, techniques of

highlighted in red further links with the e to indicate online

compounding and some lexical innovations.

bookability.
f)

This weighty-looking sinographic sign, seen behind

1. Graphic Crossing
This is where the graphic elements of one language are switched

the reception desk of a plastic surgery clinic in Seoul is actu-

to the form of another to create a particular stylistic or semantic

ally in English! ie guised English. Using the ŭm reading (pro

effect. Thus on the Korean weather channel not only do we see

nunciation) for each character can you work out what it says?

code-mixing such as:

(Answer at the end of the article.)
g) Travellers on the way to Gimpo Airport in Seoul can see

a) nalshi n joi (weather and joy)

this giant hoarding prominently displayed in full view of the

but also,
b)

script-switching where the 씨 of 날씨 is recast as

expressway.

See to give the pun: ‘look at today’.

On one level

c) On the angling (낚시) channel we find this topsy-turvy graphic
strategy employed to good effect. Captioning a programme
profiling well-known figures in the sport, we see that 인 in is

it simply
proclaims ‘an
internet

given in roman script while its gloss, ‘peo-

dressed beef butcher’, but the two upsized sinographs replacing

ple’, is rendered in hangŭl: 피플 p’ip’ŭl !

same-sounding elements signal a different semantic agenda.

Graphic reversi, in fact!

The 人 takes the place of 인 in while the expected hanja of 精

d)
The title of this much-watched


chŏng for ‘dressed’ has been supplanted by the homophonous

makeover show is another example

情 for feelings / emotions. Together, the two standout hanja 人情

of playful graphic crossing, with the

mean something like ‘human touch’, ‘warm-heart’, ‘generosity’

sinographs 美 mi and 人 in (beauty +

– an intended allusion to '인정 있는 '(injŏng inŭn), someone who

person = beautiful woman) cleverly

is warm-hearted and generous . So the pun invites us to infer

glossing the last two words of the

that the company might be internet, but is still a touchy-feely,

underlying English phrase ‘Let me in’, to provide extra layers of

traditional market butcher’.

meaning: let beauty in / make a beautiful woman, etc.

b) T he ubiquitous, eye-

The premeditated prominence given to the Chinese characters

catching golden arches are

in the preceding example is also an instance of what I

here shamelessly pressed

term ‘phaenographic’ representation, where the embedded

into service for a clam restaurant. The final hangŭlized syllable

phaenographs are graphic elements intended to stand out

of McDonald back ends the Korean 조개 chogae ‘clam’ to give

in some way against the background matrix script eg bolded,

조개날드 chogaenaldŭ.

or different typeface, font size, colour, script, etc. These often

c) Multiple morpheme extraction is

take the form of attention-grabbing mid-text insertions (known

also a typical feature of Korean

as ‘graphic tmesis'), and can occur with any combination of

compounding in English. Right, the

language or script:

first three syllables of the school
家 (ga) = family

a)

name ’Vision King Kid’s…’create the corporate entity ‘VIKIKI’.
d) Here

the compound

Kim ga ne – restaurant
b)

itself even contains a
(꽃)

compounded pictograph

= flowers

(see 4 below).

Hyegyŏng ggŏt p’ŭllawŏ – florists

e) 
This estate agent or 부동산 pudongsan

c) Advertisement for a festival event at Lotte World (for only

is located at the base of a residential

one Lady, apparently!)

apartment complex called ‘Tower Palace’
– in guised English 타워팰리스 T’awŏ

P’aelesŭ. The owner has decided to take
rottewŏldŭ Lady’s night p’estibŏl

the first syllable of each word and glue
them together to form the name of his firm

3. Intra- and Interlingual Compounding

타+팰 ->T’ap’ael - bravura compounding!

Here we’re benchmarking the ‘cut-’n-shut’ compounding pro-

And almost irrecoverable as a combination

cess used in Sino-Korean where the (usually) final morphemes

of English syllables to the casual native
speaker observer.

of a word pair are dropped and their key initial morphemes are
combined eg 韓國美國 關係 hanguk-miguk kwangye ‘Korea-

f) Below a portmanteau word for a sandwich and espresso

America relations’ becomes shortened to 韓美 關係 han-mi

coffee bar, which sounds rather contrived to English ears, but

kwangye, literally, KorAm relations. This splicing stratagem has

foreign residents are not the targets. The Korean on the right

been naturally adopted for Korean English – albeit with a few

transcribes the English as: saendŭ p’ŭreso

variations – and seen also in its guised (hangŭlized) form. ‘Dica’
for digital camera, is a well-known example. Further illustrative
g) Ultra-compression is shown here by this agent for the US

instances from the Seoul cityscape are given below.
a) In Korean the loan-word ‘sports’

concern, the ‘Sun Prairie Car Window Tinting Company’,

has three syllables, sŭ-p’o-ch’ŭ

where the whole name has been reduced to a process: Sun

and here the final one is dropped

Prairie Window Tinting= > ssŏnt’ing:

to ‘facilitate’ the morpheme marriage with the second
loan-word ‘world’, which has two syllables wŏldŭ, to give

sŭp’owŏldŭ , in turn rendered as SPORWORLD in ‘English’.
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4. Logographs, Pictographs & Iconographs

j) Ad for pain medication

In the absence of direct translation of the English (whether in
roman script or in its guised hangŭl form) into Korean, or any
semasiagraphic support through hanja, we occasionally see

And if ‘fooding’, why not ‘meating’? Mit’ing kogi buip’e &

Next time we’ll be taking a closer look at morphological

saellŏdŭ ba – the guised English here encapsulating the

neologisms, orthographic oddities and romanization.

Korean kogi = meat.
k) An incongruously-named rice-cake-soup restaurant

e) Bar – 소개팅 Soget’ing And why not

meaning inventively conveyed via illustrative logographs, pic-

anglicize a Korean noun in the same way?

Quiz answer

tographs or iconographic devices to aid interpretation. These

Thus we have 소개, or ‘introduction’, plus

體-人-知 美

connections can vary from the fairly obvious eg b) below, to the

체–인–지 미

the –ting of ‘meeting’; ie, ‘meeting through introduction’.

startlingly innovative, such as i). Egs:

= ch'e-in-ji mi → 'change me'

5. Lexical and grammatical innovations

New takes on inflectional morphology:

(Of course, these hanja also advertise what the clinic

a) Housing complex:

Finally, a quick run through some neologisms at the word and

f)

purports to be about: body, brains and beauty!)

‘the sharp’

b) Pet shop: DOGGY PARK:
도기파크 dogi p’akŭ.

g)

phrase level, illustrating the creativity of the Korean authors,
sometimes producing entirely new nouns and verbs – English
with a flourish!

a beauty parlour

ad in a cosmetics shop

h)

a) Dry cleaners

References
A play on the pronunciation of the

c) Corporate Headquarters: WATERGATE

an airport café

English loan-word (through Japanese)

Lastly, a new line in home-grown English verbs:

for shirt: ‘white shirt’ waisyŏch’ŭ

i) Obviously, you join a fitness club to …

or here: Y-syŏch’ŭ. (The name of the cleaners, by the way is
e) Housing complex:
크로바

the Euro- and Sinocentric Worlds.’ Applied Linguistics

Review 5(1): 1 – 21.
Harris R (1995). Signs of Writing. Routledge: London and New

written above the entrance is in truncated guised English: 드라
d) PC gaming room: K’omma

Coulmas F (2014). ‘Writing systems and language contact in

York.

이 하우스 drai hausŭ)

k’ŭloba (= ‘clover’)

b) Clothes alteration
shop At first glance, to

Expanding the Scenery. Routledge: Oxford.

establishment looks

Spitzmüller J (2007). ‘Graphisches Crossing: Eine

like a correctional
institution. For speakers of German this could be a health food
g) Golfers café: 티 T’i

shop. Only a glance through the window or at the explanatory
Korean at bottom left (‘clothes alterations by hand’) reveals its
true purpose: to ‘re-form’ garments.

h) Restaurant: ‘Rainbow’ reinbo - a colourful hint

Landscape in the City. Bristol: Multilingual Matters.
Shohamy E & D Gorter (Eds) (2009). Linguistic Landscape.

English speakers, this
f) Detergent company

Shohamy E, Ben-Rafael E & M Barni (Eds) (2010). Linguistic

j) and the reason for buying a video game is, of course, to …

k) while this baker doesn’t mince his words and says

BREAD ME
l) And finally, a technique all pâtissiers strive to perfect:

c) Restaurant

soziolinguistische Analyse graphostilistischer Variation.’

simply…

Zeitschrift für deutsche Germanistik 35/ 3: 397–418.
Tranter (2000). ‘The phonology of loan-words in Korean.’

Word 51/ 3:377-404.
Tranter N (2001). ‘Hybrid Anglo-Japanese loans in Korean.’

Linguistics 35 :133-166.

Shakespeare decided that
any noun could become a
verb, so why not ‘food’? In
i) Sports shop: The name DANDY LION is bracketed by a

guised English the restaurant name reads as p’uding.‘If fooding

lion-faced dandelion on the left and a ? ‘dandy’ on the right.

be the music of love ….’.
d) Buffet & Salad Bar
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Dream, Purpose, and Passion
Simple Yet Winning Formula to Live the Moment
Yookyung Nam

Jung-A Lina Seo

1st Year
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
curlywoong@igse.ac.kr

A Korean English teacher training English teachers in the U.S.
how to teach the language—the news has inspired people in
and outside the country, encouraging many to think outside the
box of English education. We’ve interviewed our proud IGSE 2nd
wave alumni, Jimin Kahng, to hear about her humble beginnings
of pursuing her passion, how it led to where she is now, and will
take her in the future. Read on and gain insights for writing your
versions of the story!
Nam: First, could you briefly tell us about your major at
university and your career before you came to IGSE?
Kahng: Before I joined the MA program at IGSE, I majored
in English Language Education and was teaching English at a
middle school in Korea.
Seo: You seem to have an interest particularly in the effect of
pronunciation training on Korean EFL adult learners. What made
you become interested in the topic?
Kahng: I’ve always been interested in sounds. I also love
music and have played the piano since I was very young. My early
rich experience in music influenced me to develop sensitivity to
sounds. Since I first started to learn English, I’ve been fascinated
with a number of topics related to speech. For example, in what
respects are sounds in Korean and in English different, what
makes it difficult for Koreans to perceive and produce speech
in English, and what makes it difficult for English speakers to
perceive speech produced by Korean speakers. Questions such
as these led me to have interests in phonetics, phonology, and
speech perception and production.
Nam: It’s quite interesting to know that music inspired you to
choose such a nice topic. Does your dissertation deal with the

same topic as well?
Kahng: Yes. My doctoral dissertation is about second language
fluency. Fluency is one of the most noticeable differences
between native and nonnative speech and constitutes a critical
component of second language proficiency; however, the
concept has not been well understood by researchers. In order
to deepen understanding of the multidimensional construct of
fluency, I examined the production and perception of second
language fluency from all three aspects—utterance, cognitive,
and perceived fluency.
Seo: As a first year student, I can’t imagine how you’ve
gone through all this. Fortunately, we now have a class called
“Information Literacy,” in which we’re introduced to many
routes for finding information. How did you manage to locate
information back then?
Kahng: IGSE has an excellent library and even back then it
was one of the best libraries on English language teaching in
Korea. We had subscriptions to major journals and a network
with National Assembly Library. So I don’t think I had much
trouble searching for journals or books although it is true that
it has become much easier now. I remember I had trouble
accessing a couple of book chapters once but I contacted the
authors and they were kind enough to send me the files.
Nam: Tell us about life as a PhD student in Michigan State
University. No doubt it wasn’t easy, but I wonder how challenging
it has been compared to life at IGSE, which is already becoming
a little tough.
Kahng: I think how one feels about a given experience
depends on one’s perspective. It’s true that during both my MA
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1st Year
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
lina.seo@igse.ac.kr

and PhD study, I spent a lot of time studying, doing assignments,
and doing research. However, this was what I wanted to
do in the first place and the whole point of pursuing MA and
PhD study. I’ve always craved opportunities to study Second
Language Studies with world-class distinguished scholars and
I feel grateful to both IGSE and MSU because they provided me
with support. I enjoyed every minute of my PhD career because
studying, doing research, and sharing my research with scholars
from all over the world were dreams come true. If you have
a strong sense of purpose and are ready to put effort forth to
achieve set goals, I believe you can enjoy the process too.

provides courses such as Linguistics for Teachers, English
grammar, theories and practice of teaching English as a second
language, and assessment of English language learners. It’s
challenging and exciting to teach courses on TESOL as a Korean.
I believe my previous teaching and research experiences at
Michigan State University, IGSE, Yoon’s English Academy, and
other English education institutes will help me to excel at my
job.

Seo: Now you’ve been offered a job at Northeastern Illinois
University, which is amazing! Can you share with us the secret
for successfully finishing your PhD studies?

Kahng: Currently I’m finishing up my PhD and starting a new
job. It’s a new beginning and I have a lot more to accomplish and
new goals that build upon what I’ve done. I truly believe if you
have a dream, a strong sense of purpose, and passion to pursue
your dream, you can make it come true.

Kahng: I’m excited about the topic of my dissertation and am
very glad that I found the topic. As a PhD study is a marathon,
you should have inherent passion for research. Quite a few PhD
students drop out during their study. In addition, I think finding
research questions that drive you to continue doing research is
a crucial element for successful PhD study. I believe if you have
genuine passion for research and have concrete research ideas
(and with a bit of luck), it may not be as difficult as one might
imagine.

Seo: Lastly, could you give a small pep talk for IGSEans who
might also be considering pursuing PhD abroad?

Nam: What course will you be teaching at Northeastern
Illinois University? It sounds like more than a challenge to teach
the native speakers how to teach the language.
Kahng: I’ll be teaching a variety of Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) courses to undergraduate
and graduate students, the majority of whom are pre-service
teachers or teachers at K-12 schools in Illinois. The program
AGORA / 13
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The End is a New Beginning
Semi Yoon
2nd Year
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
sammy@igse.ac.kr

Nowadays, with graduation around the corner, I’m mostly

time in an Open House and I didn’t expect such enthusiasm.

occupied with the end—the end of my MA course, the end as

The audience was diverse in terms of gender and age. Some

Regardless of whether they have decided on the course or

a graduate student. But when I met prospective IGSEans at the

came with children. There were couples who came holding

not, the audience seemed to be many faces at once: excited,

2014 Open House, my thoughts drew back to the beginning. It

hands. It was a pleasant surprise because such heightened

doubtful, interested, or nervous. I also went through quite an

reminded me of why I had started the course at IGSE. So here

interest seemed to represent the amount of progress the school

amount of thinking before I applied for my MA course, espe-

is what happened at the event along with bits of my personal

has made over the last twelve years.

cially because I had to quit my job and along with it the privi-

reflections.

and informative to me as well.

sentence with a period. And I hope many future IGSEans I met

Nine panel seats were made ready on the stage part of the

leges of having a job. While many of my friends were trying to

I was invited to be part of the panel for the Open House held

auditorium. It reminded me of the first time I had to be on that

do anything to land a job, I was about to willingly let go of one.

on March 29th. When I arrived at the Hyukjae Building auditori-

same stage. It was on the 2012 Homecoming Day and I was a

Would the course be worth the risk? Was it really important to

um, a video clip was being played. I’d arrived a little early, so I

first year student. I played the ukulele with four other 10th

me? Why not just take an evening course? How would I know if

took one of the audience seats, which weren’t half full at that

wave seniors. We’d planned to play the songs slowly so the

I could get as good a job after I graduate? It wasn’t as if I had a

time, and sat watching the clip. It contained various aspects of

audience could sing along, but we were all so nervous that we

big plan for the future, either. But I realized the reason I was so

IGSE life such as students engaged in class activities, special

played the songs extremely fast and the performance ended

worried was because I was focusing too much on the end part

guest speaker lectures, and England/Hawaii study abroad

much earlier than expected. Back then, I was just starting off

of the picture. The end of one phase also meant a beginning of

classes. The faces in the clip were unknown to me; they were

my IGSE life. The school was still new to me. I didn’t know that

something else. So I set my mind on starting the course.

graduates whom I assumed to be from as far back as the 3rd

I’d be sitting on the same stage talking as a soon-to-graduate

wave. But the activities they were engaging in the photos were

Open House panel member in the blink of an eye.

Now I’m about to face another end. To tell the truth, even
with graduation just around the corner, I still don’t have a big

very familiar. Somehow these unknown people felt known

The panel consisted of Korean IGSE professors, four gradu-

plan. But I know that my time for the last two years was well-

because we share the same experiences. If we ever met, we’d

ates, and two currently enrolled students. Our main job was to

spent. I had to give up some things when I took a new direction

be able to talk about our similar memories. It felt nice.

answer questions from the audience. People who seemed

but I also gained new things. I was lucky to belong in a commu-

Watching the video, I thought about how the scenes so familiar

decided upon enrolling into the school course mainly asked

nity of energetic and enthusiastic students and instructors. I

to me will seem so new to the rest of the audience. While I

questions about writing the statement of purpose, the inter-

came up with a new spectrum of ideas and possibilities for the

reminisce on the past, others will be picturing their future.

views, and what they can do to prepare for their MA courses.

future. I found talents that I never knew I had. Of course, gain-

With my mind busy, I didn’t realize the seats were filling up

Those who seemed to be contemplating asked questions about

ing all that wasn’t an easy ride but it was certainly worthwhile.

one by one. When the event started and I moved up to the

how challenging IGSE life is, about the course contents, and

One of the questions asked on the statement of purpose was

panel row in the front, I was facing a completely packed audi-

about the status of job recruitment after graduation.

“What/who has influenced you the most in your life?” My

torium! It seemed as if the audience had suddenly expanded. In

Throughout the question and answer session, I got to hear

answer to this question at the time ended with “If I get asked

fact, it was becoming so full that the back wall had to be

about what the graduates, my seniors, were doing and what

the same question again some time in my future, maybe I’ll be

removed for additional room. I was surprised. It was my first

their motives in applying to IGSE were. It was very interesting

able to add the two years at IGSE?” I think I can now end that
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Add to Your to-do List in IGSE:
Stand in front of Other Professionals with Your Own Great Idea!

Hyojin Lee
2nd Year
Dept. of English Language Teaching
hj.lee0201@igse.ac.kr

Standing in front of others is not always easy. When I have

there were still a lot of readings and assignments I had to do,

the two previous conferences, I had to arrange my ideas in a

might not be much to inspire us throughout the whole process

to stand in front of other professionals, it is more difficult.

but I knew what I could pay attention to while doing those

slightly different way. I began to think about my ideas with a

of giving a presentation at a conference. However, participating

Especially when I have my own idea to share with these indi-

tasks. All of the courses were full of useful and new informa-

more international application by considering different social

in a conference can be a great extension of IGSE life, building

viduals, it becomes even harder. However, I cannot deny that

tion, along with difficult theories and principles, and confer-

contexts between many different countries. Because of this my

up your research confidently. Standing in front of other profes-

the opportunity to do so does not come so often, and the oppor-

ence preparation did help me connect and organize those ideas

preparation had to be more concentrated. Things that I took for

sionals in the ELT field and sharing your great ideas with them

tunity definitely brings something to the ones who seize it.

and let me think of them in creative ways within my presenta-

granted in my research had to be re-considered for people who

by being one of the presenters in a conference should be added

I remember the moment when I first decided to apply for a

tion topic. I had the chance to re-consider things that I had

were not familiar with the situation of English Education in

into your to-do list during IGSE life because it is such a valua-

conference presentation in KATE (Korea Association of

learned during the courses. I was highly satisfied with my first

Korea. This made the base of my research stronger: I had to

ble academic experience.

Teaching English) after I finished my first semester in IGSE.

presentation that was built up through the process of prepara-

read a lot, think deeply, and revise my ideas repeatedly.

Just as most IGSEans feel the challenge of surviving their first

tion, and it ended successfully with several emails that the par-

As I had expected, the people attending the conference in

semester of school with the sudden, overwhelming amount of

ticipants in my presentation sent to me after the conference; it

Malaysia saw my research with a whole different point of view

studying in the field, I felt the same way, and yet also experi-

was actually a great chance for me to share further ideas about

from those in Korea. They asked many different questions

enced some form of achievement. All of the ideas that I had

my research topic. My second conference participation, at

about the lesson framework I designed, and we were able to

thought of in the ELT field before coming to IGSE began to

ALAK (Applied Linguistics Association of Korea) was deter-

discuss how the framework could be applied in a real class-

appear somehow possible. While I was not sure exactly how I

mined for the same reason: I wanted to have a chance to meet

room situation within their social contexts. Apart from my pres-

could make it become possible I started to dream of realizing

many different people who have similar interests to mine and

entation, it was also impressive to look others’ research, espe-

those ideas. At the same time, I had been greatly interested in

share my own ideas with them.

cially of individuals who were studying English language edu-

creating activities and materials for developing ELT curriculums

Those two international conferences gave me an inspiration

cation in Malaysia as international students in their graduate

and programs. These were all about realizing my ideas in this

for my time here at IGSE. The curricula and lessons I designed

school. Besides, I was very proud to realize IGSE’s specialty in

field. In those days, I felt like trying to be a presenter at the

and developed became more concrete. After attending these

terms of practicality, which can be found throughout IGSE life.

conference, simply because I wanted to ‘showcase’ my ideas in

conferences, on the notice board of the conferences on the

Many of the participants there commented that it was great to

front of other professionals in the field outside of IGSE. Life

web that I kept checking for the latest news in ELT I found out

see a research topic which was so practical and that could be

here was so busy that I did not even have much chance to

that there would be an international research conference in

applied in an actual classroom as an innovative way of teach-

brainstorm my ideas with others. Finally this encouraged me to

Malaysia. Since the experience I had in the previous two con-

ing English.

submit my proposal to the conference.

ferences was extremely valuable for me to reflect back on my

It is probably true that life at IGSE seems too busy to do any-

After submitting a proposal to the conference and receiving

ideas, I could not say no to applying for another conference in

thing outside of school. Being a presenter in a conference and

an acceptance letter, some quite intensive preparation had to

Malaysia. I was sure that I was going to enjoy the experience

telling others about our own academic research is not easy

be done for the conference. Looking back I can now say it

of this academic gathering in another country with a wider

work, and it should not be the goal of IGSE life, we think. In

helped my life at IGSE in several different ways. At the time

view of professionals from different countries. However unlike

addition, without concrete research ideas and plans, there
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Gangdong-Gu Office’s “Educational Welfare
Support Program” with IGSE-Mentoring

Yoonjung Yoo
1st Year
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
standright@igse.ac.kr

IGSE-Mentoring, one of IGSE’s social service clubs, officially

Center has shown a great interest in the program, and has

of group activities created by the mentors. Fun and easy activi-

with simply teaching itself, I mean, giving the students another

announced its volunteer work with Gangdong-Gu Office last

given complete support in operating it since the main concept

ties like games and role plays, prepared by each mentor, are

extra class, it won’t be so meaningful. But, this mentoring pro-

March in the newspapers including Seoul Newspaper and

of the organization—self-directed learning—is closely linked

employed for about 20 minutes, with the other mentors partici-

gram is different. Mentors first listen to their mentees, their

to mentoring. “This program will be meaningful for both men-

pating in the activity as more able peers within the groups. The

personal difficulties or obstacles in learning English, and then

“Students, who have received a two-year scholarship from

tors and mentees. For mentors, it provides opportunities to

level of each learner does not matter when they are doing the

both try to find the best solutions together. It’s not one way tra-

IGSE, started social service clubs with a sense of social respon-

guide and teach students; it also offers a qualitative learning

activities. Rather, they help each other in their own way by

ditional instruction. It’s an open, communicative approach

sibility. By sharing their talents with underprivileged children in

experience to the mentees.” said the head manager. In addition

generating a natural encouraging atmosphere in the class. The

based on mutual respect and understanding. What we’re

the local area, they give back to the local community the bene-

to the educational welfare support program with IGSE-M,

second session—mentoring time—lasts for 40 minutes. On

focusing on is how, not what. What we, mentors want from

fits they have received.”

Gangdong Gu Self-directed Learning Center has been providing

the first day, the 12 selected mentees and six mentors were

mentees is that they learn how to enjoy studying English so

matched in a one-to-two system according to their current

that they become a successful, autonomous learner in the

English level, resulting in three groups. In mentoring session,

end.” As the current president of IGSE-M, I said to the inter-

these three groups gather separately and individual guidance

viewer about what I think of the program. Although English

and instruction are offered based on the needs of each mentee.

education became general throughout the nation, it is not deni-

The most distinguishable part of this session is the keeping of

able to say that it requires high expense for better information

a mentoring diary which consists of four steps: (1) Objectives

and education. Such a reality can be a crucial factor which

Establishment, (2) Guide and Instruction, (3) Mission

causes those from lower income families to have difficulties to

Assignment, and (4) Reflection. First, mentees set and their

catch up in the competitive English educational market. In con-

own goals and objectives with their mentors. Next, if they do

sideration of this, I hope the cooperation between Gangdong

not know what to do, they ask for help from their mentors

Gu Office and IGSE through this program continues to close the

through conversation, and their mentors guide them in the

gap in education to gaps in education.

Woorilbo.

Professor, Kim Youngwoo, a faculty member of IGSE,

various educational welfare services to local residents cooper-

explained how the social service clubs in IGSE started.

ating with professors, officials at the Seoul Education office,

Gangdong Gu Self-directed Learning Center joined hands and

principals and teachers of local schools, and representatives of

began to work with IGSE, implementing the IGSE-mentoring

parents.
The IGSE-mentoring program will continue through

program in the fall semester of 2013.
The IGSE-Mentoring program was established by 11th wave,

November, and the mentors and mentees are meeting every

Lee Hyojin, featuring several outstanding educational principles

Wednesday after school. The main criteria to select mentees

in terms of mentoring and English teaching and learning.

was how much they wanted to improve their English, not their

Starting with four mentors and four students under the one-to-

current English proficiency, because the main purpose of this

one mentoring system, the members of IGSE-Mentoring pro-

educational welfare support program is to assist those who are

gram have increased to six mentors and twelve students,

in need such as national basic livelihood act recipients, lower

resulting in the one-to-two system, which has brought more

income families, and/or single-parent families. Contrary to gen-

beneficiaries to the community. The twelve students were

eral English classes, the program aims to enhance students’

selected on March 26 through individual interviews after being

confidence and increase their motivation in learning English.

recommended by their school teachers for customized instruc-

IGSE-M members are trying to help them to abolish the fear of

tion. Some parents interested in the program participated in its

learning English and plant positive thoughts of future success

orientation and exchanged their opinions about English educa-

through learning English.
Then, what do they do in the program? There are main two

tion and the program through a Q&A session.
The head manager of Gangdong Gu Self-directed Learning

direction and ways to get to the point they want to reach. After
sharing and confirming the objectives, mentors assign an individual mission for a week to each mentee, which is checked at
the next mentoring time. Finally, in the reflection step, both
mentors and mentees talk about what they felt and thought
during the lesson and wrap up the lesson.
“I feel a sense of great responsibility, but at the same time I
found the experience very rewarding for everyone. If it ends up

sessions in a lesson. The first session consists of various kinds
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From Know-what to Know-how:
CELTA’s Guide to Connecting Dots

Jung-A Lina Seo
1st Year
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
lina.seo@igse.ac.kr

As to my understanding, there’s little controversy over Korean

those hours of spoon-fed detailed explanations and opportuni-

first success: our customers, aka victims between us, finished

Many thanks to the trainers, James and Martin, and fellow

English teachers being world-class grammar analysts. Looking

ties to practice? Why doesn’t my work of meticulous planning

the course contentedly and were looking forward to joining the

trainees for providing constructive feedback with just the right

back at my own experience of being a student, English classes

seem to work so well? I do ‘understand’ what the students are

next CELTA class!

combination of criticism and encouragement. Even more so to

were filled with a teacher’s relentless dissection on sentences

going through, but how can I make it easier for them to move

For me it was a slightly frustrating finish to an otherwise

in metalanguage—which was even more foreign than the lan-

forward? All those good things I studied at school—the great

fulfilling four-weeks. It wasn’t the accruing sleep debt or being

guage being studied. It was rather ironic that I found myself in

theories of teaching and learning, Dewey’s philosophy, Mas-

observed and assessed constantly (although I cannot rule

a teaching college after all those years of being left out in class

low’s pyramid, Vygotsky’s scaffolding… even the Freudian theo-

them out completely), but being too self-conscious and critical.

and not appreciating such ‘language artistry’. Being half realistic

ries—were of no use. I needed to come down to earth from the

Another that added to my agony was the feeling of plateauing

and half curious, I decided to give it a try.

ivory tower knowledge, but how?

my wonderful group mates James, Garden and Blake for good
humour and camaraderie throughout the course.
<IGSEan/CELTA Graduate’s AGORA>

without making much improvement. It really hampered me from

Share with us how CELTA brought about change in your class-

Pursuing reasons for whether or not to stay in the course, I got

Then there was the notice of the CELTA opening, which talked

making the most of what was offered in the course, I guess.

room, plus tips for future trainees!

a part-time teaching position in the freshman year at a public

about what assured me of the clear solution: practical teaching

On the plus side it has now become my second nature to make

school. And term after term, I continued teaching in various ven-

tips. I’m glad I didn’t bother myself with learning more about

on-the-spot judgements on what is happening in class, and take

The best thing about the course is that it celebrates diver-

ues in public sector, constantly gauging if I had what it takes to

the course at the time as I very much doubt I would have dared

measures to either salvage it or bring the best out of it. How to

be not just a teacher, but a ‘good’ one, who wouldn’t let students

to sign up if I had known more. Even when I was doing the pre-

sity of each trainee’s background experience. The rich ex-

deliberate in learners’ shoes on planning enjoyable and effective

miss the pleasures that come from genuine learning experience.

tasks, was filling in the application form of an oddly long length,

periences each brings to the course, either being a student

class is another great asset I believe will be pivotal as long as

It was mainly thanks to these four years of efforts I had made

or was called in for an interview with who later found out to be

or a teacher, inspires you to take a different perspective

I stay not only in teaching, but in education in general as well.

as a student-teacher that I mustered courage and confidence to

one of the trainers, I hadn’t a hint of what lay ahead. There was

on your own teaching. Feedbacks on each lesson were

be in ‘real’ classrooms by the time I was finishing school—even

peace indeed—just until the teaching practice started.

Looking back at the course it’s been a thoroughly enjoyable
experience. A little daunting and strenuous challenge, indeed,

though I had grade Bs on English grammar and Syntax (joining

To mind those of you who have little knowledge about CELTA,

but a valuable and satisfying one nonetheless. For me, it has

the clan of grammar gurus was just beyond my ability). Not only

like I did, the last two letters of the acronym stand for teaching

taken a while before I came to appreciate it as an opportunity to

that, I was armed with the knowledge of phonology, morphol-

adults. I believe this can be a big issue if you haven’t any related

discover my potential for improvement. After the buffering pe-

ogy, pragmatics, psychology, pedagogy… and even counselling.

experience or at least prepared yourself to do it—and both were

riod, which presumably was used to process the month’s inputs,

Yes, I was ready! Or… was I?

being unaccounted for in my case. Fortunately I soon came to

it became clearer how the dots of knowledge and experiences

The following years were an absolute bumpy road ride into

appreciate their civility, self-motivation and most of all, their

I have connect to each other to make a greater whole. Every

the reality. They would have made a perfect object of an inter-

vast yet rich background experiences—including being CELTA

experience from the course had its part in making me feel more

esting observation, showing how an elated, enthusiastic, young

students. This helped all trainees focus solely on honing the

comfortable at my role as a teacher. The smiles and laughs I

and naive teacher turn into a grumpy, miserable, student-hating

skills in a ‘safe’ arena. Although it has its double-edged side of

find in class show all the hard works were worthwhile, and the

one with chronic helplessness in such short time. Why do my

being artificial, it was through these actual teaching sessions

time well-spent—and they keep me move forward to become a

students still have trouble making simple interrogatives after all

that we benefited the most from the course. Plus, we had our

better teacher.
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detailed, practical, and very to-the-point that they still are
what I refer back to when preparing lessons. CELTA’s given
me a clear guidance on how to plan lessons coherently and
to put students at the centre of each class.
- Veronika Ten, 8 Gi/ CELTA graduate, 2011
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How to Embark on an Odyssey
All You Need is Bravery and a Little Preparation

Motivation for the Pursuit of a Doctoral Degree
Since working at a high school after my graduation from IGSE,
I have given top priority to helping my students derive pleasure
from learning English. I can really relate to my students’ struggles with the language and have put my best efforts into turning
them into independent learners. I would also like to share my
painful, but at once delightful learning experiences with them.
I’m certain that what I learnt from IGSE greatly helped me to
realize my ambition. The thing is, however, that the curriculum at
my workplace is designed not to provide the pleasure of learning,
but to guarantee a satisfactory outcome on the Korean Scholas-

Hyunwoo Kim
6th Wave
Dept. of English Language Teaching
thinker82@igse.ac.kr

ing, I decided to embark on an intellectual Odyssey to pursue a

a versatile juggler like my 6th-wave fellow IGSEans. They were

of frequently asked questions that I had collected from various

doctoral degree in the USA.

dedicated mothers, wives, and graduate students who dealt with

Internet sources I wrote down answers, and rehearsed them over

demanding assignments and kept to grueling schedules with

and over again, so not to feel intimidated when confronted by

success. Inspired by their impressive achievements, I made a de-

stony-faced professors. Questions put to me included my purpose

Struggling to be a Versatile Juggler
My earlier plan to do this had been postponed due to the pur-

termined effort to put aside one hour a day for reviewing vocabu-

for pursuing a doctoral degree, details of the writing I’d submit-

suit of a teaching career at secondary school and marriage. But

lary lists, or refining my essays for the writing prompts. I retook

ted, and my philosophy with regard to language teaching. I felt

now, after I’d made my decision I was immediately impaled on

the tests and there were, to my relief, slight improvements in my

fully prepared, but I did make several mistakes - letting an awk-

the horns of a dilemma – pursuing my career vs being a dedi-

second attempt, and the scores just met the minimum require-

ward silence hang here and there. Having scripts handy might

cated father and husband. Quite simply, I was trying to have it all.

ments of the graduate schools I had applied for.

help you feel more secure. Finally, with regard to the GRE and

Due to a heavy workload from school, I had to beg for help from
my wife, and thanks to the sacrifices that she made, I was able

the TOEFL, it is important to meet the required minimum scores.

Advice for Future PhD Applicants

You can find details of these on the department homepage or

to go to a local library at weekends, and make the best use of

I would like to share the fruits of my trials and tribulations with

my temporary exemptions from household chores and childcare.

future PhD applicants. First of all, you really need to discipline

Under this dismal circumstance, teachers often relegate the

Since I was planning to study abroad before getting my MA at

yourself to keep to set times so that you don’t miss any submis-

speaking and writing sections of the textbook to lesser positions,

IGSE, I already had those thick prep books for GRE and TOEFL.

sion deadlines. To be honest, I missed a few – although these

emphasizing the importance of grammar and vocabulary. This

But after four years of gathering dust, they once again became

were not among my top choices, thankfully. Next, you need to

unco-ordinated approach has deprived students of invaluable op-

dear companions on my outings to the local library. I managed to

put your best efforts into drafting and revising your statement

portunities to express their ideas in English. Similarly, learners

review all of them during the one-month-long summer vacation,

of purpose (SOP). This is not merely a record of your academic

seem reluctant to invest their precious time in studying what was

and I enrolled myself in online prep-courses to get familiarized

endeavours, but will serve as a blueprint for the next five years.

unlikely to come up in the exams. In this respect, the cancellation

with the mind-boggling test items. I had hoped to get satisfactory

So working on it requires a serious commitment, and it took me

of the National English Ability Test (NEAT), which dealt with the

results by the end of the vacation, but unfortunately I didn’t. At

almost five weeks to complete. You might also need to spend

four language skills, was a huge disappointment. It could have

least another three months preparation should have been allot-

some quality time with your term-papers – where you struggled

been a huge leap forward for language teaching and learning by

ted to get decent scores.

to put forward novel ideas. Additionally, there will be nothing like

tic Aptitude Test (KSAT).

striking a balance between expressive and receptive skills. Admittedly the NEAT had its limitations as the ideal replacement for
the current KSAT. Nonetheless, the resistance from every stakeholder ironically rekindled my ambition to bring back a sense of
pleasure to my students by rendering NEAT more acceptable to
all of them. With a focus on the teaching and assessing of writ-

Now I had to get back to my school, and face the fall semester.
I had to prepare lesson plans, take care of my students, and hold
counselling sessions with their parents along with childcare and
household chores. A surge of panic ensued, since it occurred to
me that I couldn’t take time out of the demanding schedule, and I
might not make it this year or ever. That’s exactly when I became
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academic publications to bolster the arguments in your SOP. They

admissions office.
So, after having done all this, I was lucky enough to receive a
full-funding admission into my top choice PhD program at Iowa
State University. I would like to express my appreciation to the
IGSE professors who wrote glowing recommendation letters, and
gave me invaluable feedback. I hope that many future IGSEans
will embark on their own Odyssey towards a higher educational
institution. As Seneca said, “It’s not because things are difficult
that we dare not venture; it’s because we dare not venture that
they are difficult.” All you need is a modicum of bravery, and a
little preparation to pursue your own academic quest. Now it’s
your turn.

also will serve as invaluable assets when submitting writing
samples, and appealing to professors that you may be interested
in working with. You should therefore seize every opportunity to
get published and to make your debut as a budding scholar.
While making preparations for the interview, I drew up a list
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Igseans in focus

『아이의 영어두뇌』
How to Map My Child’s English Brain

Soon Park
6th Wave
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
elnino1002@igse.ac.kr

My 15-month-old son slapped me across the cheek. I had

been happily backed up by my field experience teaching English

learning), as it contains not only neurolinguistic information but

The above diagram shows the bi-directional cortical circuits

just spoken to him in English. At three years old, he hit me in

to my two sons since they were born. As they are still young,

also immediately applicable suggestions based on real-life ob-

that basically process listening, speaking, and reading. What

the mouth. I had just read aloud the title of a story book, Oliver

I tried to draw a picture spanning a broader age range by in-

servations. This approach is expected to be highly supportive of

should be noted is that the areas for processing sound (Access

Twist. He said, “You gotta read like /tuh wee suh tuh/, not /

terviewing parents who had successfully guided their children

readers’ teaching plans for their own children.

to pronunciation & articulation) can be wired if only there is

twist/!” He clearly noticed the difference between the two

down the English garden path.

languages even when he was a little baby. In English ‘Twist’ is
a one syllable word, whereas in Korean it has four syllables.
Countless numbers of Korean parents are coming across similar
situations: their kids seem to react against English. Parents
might think they would have to resort to private education or
just give up. In this case what would be your advice? Isn’t the
primary reason we study English pedagogy just for this sort of
troubling moment? However, the fact that language is one of the
most advanced manifestations of human cognition often leads

Key Features of the Recent Book
My first book, Neuroscience and English Language Teaching
and Learning (2010, IGSE Press), was concerned with covering
the evidence to date, and dealt mainly with the theory behind

more hands-on applications in everyday contexts. My latest
book, How to Map My Child’s English Brain (2014, Woongjin

English to their children. There are four key features to this book:

abound on the typical questions as to when and how to teach
English. More often than not, empiricism rules.
We can gain confidence only if we are reasonably convinced.
We can do better when we believe. We can learn and teach English better when we trust what we are doing. Setting up criteria
for making judgments on English teaching and its applications

Sound, Read Aloud, and Read a Lot. We’ll see why these three

What is the English Brain?

Neuroscience as the Touchstone

lish viable methods and strategies. Hypotheses and theories

these ages. I have proposed ‘SAR’, which stands for Need the

of requests from the readers who wanted information about

as the voices of mothers and fathers who have personally taught

doing literature reviews, and writing research papers to estab-

essential English teaching strategies are not that different for

steps are neuroscientifically essential.

Eldorado), deals with cutting edge neuroscientific proof as well

why we IGSEans are reading tons of books and journal articles,

teach English to their preschoolers and their K-12 kids, because

the various approaches. However, there have been a number

us into tricky confusions with no simple solutions.

Confidence is vital in English learning and teaching. This is

4. The book is also appropriate both for parents who want to

enough input through the ear. Generally speaking, a spoken
language system is phylogenetically developed, meaning that
linguistic sound perception and recognition is acquired through
the innate need of human beings. It is natural that sound
patterns should be engraved first and then meanings attached
(Need the Sound). On the other hand, ‘the brain’s letterbox’,
which is located in the ventral occipito-temporal region, is not
the product of natural development. This place, where letters,

Let me briefly discuss the latest language processing model

words and phrases are visually processed in a few milliseconds,

proposed by one of world’s leading neuroscientists, Stanislas

can fully develop only when the child is read to or spoken to

Dehaene.

repeatedly – (Read Aloud). It is said that it takes more than 2,000
days of explicit practice to use text efficiently (Read a Lot). This
natural mother-tongue acquisition procedure recommends itself

1. The book covers the typical Wh-questions on English teach-

for application to foreign language learning as well. Building up

ing: Why is the English brain a must?, When should the parents

the Korean brain can be compared to setting up a secure place

begin to teach English?, How should English be taught?, Where

to hang a rope from before climbing the rocky English cliff.

and by Whom should English be taught?, and What is the English

The basic concept of an English brain appears to be not that

brain?

complicated. However, the human “brain is wider than the sky,”
and child’s brain is even wider, deeper, and faster. There remains

2. My personal cases and the interviewed parents' are ana-

a vast amount of rewarding research to be done in the area of

lyzed from the perspective of neuroscience. Hopefully, the read-

the brain and the learning of English. I hope you are also accom-

ers will gain the requisite confidence and insights to make their

panied on this promising journey.

own children skillful users of English.

to learning will instill a strong sense of confidence. I chose neu-

3. This book is more practical than my previous books, such

roscience as the touchstone, and this scientific knowledge has

as How the Brain Learns English Literacy (2011, Neuroscience-
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[ The latest brain language processing model. Dehaene (2009), p. 63 ]
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Focus

Introduction to IGSE Clubs
IGSE-Mentoring

Invitation to IGSE

Hyojin Lee
2nd Year
Dept. of English Language Teaching
hj.lee0201@igse.ac.kr

Club Corpus

LIB.R.O

Minkyung Bae
2nd Year
Dept. of ELT Materials Development
bmk1215@igse.ac.kr

Hyunggi Jung
1st Year
Dept. of English Language Teaching
jhg456@igse.ac.kr

Mina Bak
1st Year
Dept. of English Language Teaching
philennemi@igse.ac.kr

IGSE-M carries out one’s creative ideas for ELT activities thor-

It’s been around one year since “Invitation to IGSE” nested in

Corpus linguistics currently has become one of the significant

LIB.R.O is an acronym for LiBrary Reading Organization

oughly. Based on one-to-one mentoring, IGSE-M develops lessons

Naver. Gratefully, the club “Invitation to IGSE” has evolved and

segments in our field. Corpus (Corpora in plural) simply refers

as well as meant a book In Spanish. The club aims are enjoy

for secondary school students, including designing various ELT ac-

been enriched thanks to your affection and participation. This

to accumulated language data from various authentic language

and appreciate the authentic materials and share the fruit for

tivities with different topics. As developing and designing activi-

community was originally created to promote tiny-but-shiny IGSE

ties is essential for practical English language learning and teach-

to those in the field of English education and also to attract bright

sources—newspapers, TV programs, and lectures, etc. This

thought. Members introduce their favorite lines, present their

ing, three times a semester IGSE-M holds workshops dedicated

and passionate future applicants. But now it also focuses on fos-

characteristic leads professionals to deal with genuine language

own investigation and discuss about the certain point lifted from

to sharing ELT activity research related to a different language skill

tering friendship and socialization among IGSEans so that all of

resource in teaching English.

the book.

and part of language teaching each time.

us have a sense of belonging and cooperation. This online club is

These efforts end with practical teaching at the Seoul District
Child Care Center and Gangdong Gu Self-directed Learning Center.
IGSE-M provides related civic organizations with a specialized
IGSE-Mentoring Program. The program includes speaking, listening activities, and deals with essential vocabulary and grammar
structures for secondary school students. In the program, all the
members of IGSE-M try to facilitate a successful learning experience for learners through one-to-one mentoring, creating a less
intimidating atmosphere, and encouraging learners to be selfmotivated in their learning. In addition, the developed activities
and lessons are expected to be improved through regular feedback
sessions.

In line with this, Club Corpus is basically having sessions to

There are two achievements of LIB.R.O. First one is to make

study and understand Corpus Linguistics involving learning how

the optimized list for IGSEans. The members make consensus

to utilize various corpus tools to build small corpus. Corpus tools

consideration to the taste in book, the language difficulty and

help to closely look at linguistic traits in small language data.

the IGSE Library Recommended List. Especially, digging up a

Using corpora in the language classroom is another issue in

new material motivates us. For example, “The Perks of Being a

IGSE content classes and overseas programs in Hawaii (for ELT)

studying Corpus Linguistics. Corpus data is available online

Wallflower” by Stephen Chbosky was not the masterpiece listed

and London (for EMD). filled with fresh energy and creative minds,

which could be used as useful language resource for students to

in any reference, but members were mesmerized. Second one

all members together are updating IGSE news – especially giving

find out grammatical rules and vocabulary usage, etc. Therefore,

is to experiment by using materials. Even though the reason of

credit to our school, answering questions related to admission,

how to apply corpora into teaching contexts is another part of

our gathering is enjoy the books as L2 users, this meeting also

introducing useful language learning resources, gathering various

study for Club Corpus.

is for L2 learners/ student researcher. During the last winter

currently being managed by six 12th wavers, less members than
compared to the last semester. All members are mainly responsible for sharing how to prepare for theses or projects, reviewing
conferences, and providing their juniors with information about

opinions of IGSEans via surveys, and uploading IGSE photos and

We are planning to have open sessions of utilizing corpus

break, some members experienced the Extensive Reading and

news articles pertaining to English education. Our club members

tools for all IGSE students interested in corpora which might

developed the application plan of graded readers. Members

help conduct their research and understanding authenticity

were able to feel the effect in person and to apply what we’d

in teaching English. Moreover, interesting corpus project is

studied in IGSE.

will seek to encourage all IGSE students to cherish this moment of
learning in their lives and to spread further the spirit of IGSE. Still,

IGSE-M focuses on how learners can be more engaged in language classrooms and what kinds of ELT activities effectively motivate learners. Anyone who is interested in designing his or her

your continued participation and contributions are crucial to improving this online community. Remember: the way to make “Invitation to IGSE” serve you better is just one click away. Thank you!

ongoing and we expect to have more experience in applying
Corpus Linguistics in our fields especially for ESP learners.

own lessons can join IGSE-M.
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Department News

IGSE SCE (School of Continuing Education)

Special Class for
Future Gold Medalists

Won Jeon
9th Wave
Dept. of English Language Teaching
mcwonny@igse.ac.kr

important for the coordinator of the project to ensure that the

but understand English expressions and practice how to use

planning of the classes included activities and instructions that

them. Additionally, by using the Action Learning Method during

were engaging and fun, as well as to adjust the level of the

the classes, instructors can increase students’ involvement in

courses to fit KNSMS's needs. After taking into consideration

activities. Through that, students will be able to increase their

the unique fields in which the students are enrolled, and their

English abilities respectively.

learning English can occur in a fun and relaxed environment.

low English level in comparison to others in their age group, the
courses were developed in order to suit them. The developers
of the program successfully planned and executed the courses.
They were able to commence the project on March 20th, 2014.

English Book Reading
The course will help students to appreciate how fun it is to
read, and also students will have opportunities to think about
how to select their own books. On top of that, by reading books

The course descriptions were as follows:

of the teacher’s selection and their own, learners will be able to

Screen English with Songs

class will increase learners’ English abilities. Students will also

From March, 2014, the Language Development Center (LDC)
has expanded its realm and joined the Korean National Sports
Middle School (KNSMS) in a new project, English for Student

Throughout the course, students can learn English by

Athletes. It is an after-school project for freshmen in KNSMS

watching movies in English and following along with the

aimed at motivating students to learn English. LDC's goal is to

scripts. For example, students will be able to watch Disney’s

make students in KNSMS feel that "learning English is fun." In

newly released animated film, “Frozen,” and read the script of

order to promote LDC’s goal, LDC has proposed some somewhat

it. By using stimulating visual and auditory resources such as

unorthodox classes to KNSMS.

films, students will be able to fully immerse themselves in the
story and plot by watching and following along with the script.

The proposed classes are as follows:

Moreover, learners can build up their English vocabulary as well

Athletes' English

as their English abilities. Therefore, the purpose of the course is

Exercise English

to increase learners’ confidence and their variety of expressions

Screen English with Songs

in English.

discover and develop their reading preferences. The activities in
be able to develop their group work skills through cooperative
educational activities, such as group book reports.
Exercise English
This course is designed for students to be able to learn and
exercise in an English setting. Students will be able to learn
health and exercise terminology in English while they are
exercising in a healthy way. Using the Total Physical Response
Theory, students will be able to incorporate their English study
into their workouts. This course will help students fully integrate
their daily life health habits with their English study.

Learning Ukulele in English
Musical English

Learning Ukulele in English

English Book Reading.

The course is designed for students to experience musical
English by learning an easy instrument called the “Ukulele.”

The classes are not focused on learning English for learning's

Total Physical Response Theory (TPR) and Action Learning

sake, but to show the students how easy and fun it is to learn

methods were used to develop the program. As a result,

English. The motto of this project is “Fun English.” It was very

learners in the course will not only learn how to play the ukulele,
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The Language Development Center has created programs that
include classes that are aimed at demonstrating that “Learning
English is Fun.” By incorporating exercise, films, and music
into classes, students will be able to experience new ways
of studying their target language. LDC’s goals are to engage
their students in new learning methods and demonstrate that
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Department News

IGSE Office of Industry-University Cooperation

Action Storybook Project

Never Give Up Until You Succeed

A notice from the IGSE Office of Industry-University
Cooperation (IGSE 산학협력단) about the Action Storybook

Hyangmi Lee (11th Wave)

Nari Shin - Riya (11th Wave)

The Action Storybook project was like an opportunity to

During this project, I learned many things from my

explore a Coke company which reveals the secret ingredients

colleagues. They showed amazing talent and put great effort

Looking back at the history of the Action Storybook project,

and recipe for Coke. It showed me the book publishing world,

into constructing the current structure of the books and lesson

The IGSE action storybooks and their program were created

I feel proud, and I am deeply moved by its outstanding

which had seemed an unapproachable field that I desired to

plans. I also admire our project manager, Jeong Eunsook, with

by the IGSE Research Center in 2012 and have been tested

achievements. I believe that the project is very significant

experience. Through this project, I have had opportunities

her consistent caring and devotion. I'd like to give her a round

and updated with the help of IGSE students, graduates, and

project

Eunsook Jeong (5th Wave)

and meaningful in two respects. One is that it was originally

to develop an eye for books and to create books and related

of applause. I hope this project will provide a proper model for

faculty members since then. Chairman Yoon and President

created by IGSE, based on expertise in the fields of materials

programs. These experiences were fresh, informative, and

further IGSE projects.

Park have shown their support for this project. Action

development and English teaching. The program simultaneously

interesting; however, they demanded a lot of effort, endurance,

storybooks began to be sold at last as real ELT materials at

optimizes the interaction between well-developed materials

and persistence. Fortunately, under many tight and urgent

Yoon’s English (현대영어사) in March, 2014. This case is very

Youngmin Lee (12th Wave)

and effectively designed teaching and learning models informed

situations, my team kept me going through. There are still huge

Since completing the Action Storybook training program, I’ve

meaningful to IGSE and Yoon’s English as a case of Industry-

by academic research and the complex reality of Korean EFL.

mountains for us to climb; however, I hope this project will be a

given three lessons at Yoon’s English School. This was my first

University Cooperation with an IGSE product.

Therefore, the action storybook program is one of the most

way of accomplishing better English education.

experience teaching, since I changed my career. And I loved it.
All the students and teachers out there enjoyed the program a

powerful teaching and learning tools
Action storybooks will be maintained and upgraded by

both for many Korean young learners and for teachers of

Nari Shin - Bella

(11th

Wave)

lot as well. I would like to say thank you to the IGSE Research

English. The project deals with the whole process of research,

Looking back on it now, the Action Storybook project was

Center, seniors, and all the other people interested for their

more information, please contact the leader of IGSE Action

development, production, and running a real business, including

a gift to me. During the project, I participated in the action

hard work and the opportunity I was given. I feel the successful

Storybook SIG, Eunsook Jeong, through eunsookjeong@

marketing, sales, management of customer relationships, and

storybook camp, wrote two books, and taught many elementary

commercialization of this program reflects all the sweat and

igse.ac.kr or IGSE OIUC (work@igse.ac.kr).

human resource development. This means that we can enlarge

students through action storybooks in various areas. Through

effort that was put into making this program a success. I hope

our experience to the wider field of ELT through the successful

these procedures, the action storybooks were launched

the Action Storybook program will encourage other programs in

implementation of this project.

successfully. It is worth mentioning that one person could not

IGSE to become commercialized, so that IGSE can make a bigger

make this achievement, in other words, the project manager

impact on English education in Korea in the future.

IGSE Action Storybook SIG (Special Interest Group). For

I would like to express my appreciation to all the project team

(Jeong Eunsook) and my project team colleagues (Hyangmi and

members, especially Hyangmi Lee, Nari Shin (Bella), Nari Shin

Riya) contributed to every step we made. I appreciate that they

(Riya), and Stuart Munro for their dedication and effort toward

helped me recognize the importance of cooperative teamwork

the success of this project, in spite of all the difficulties and

and upgraded me as an EFL specialist.

obstacles. Also, my special thanks go to the faculty members of
IGSE and President Park for their active support. I encourage all
the members of this ongoing project, and the IGSE community,
to embrace the coming challenges and opportunities together
with passion for its exciting future.
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News & Events

News & Events

IGSE News

•Professional
Activities

2014 IGSE Open House

•해외연수인솔 : IGSE 영어지도학과, University of Hawaii at Manoa (Jan. 2014)
•Judge for National Spelling Bee, 건국대학교 새천년기념관 (Feb. 2014)
•Judge for Cambridge TKT YL Teacher Competition, Teacherplus (Feb. 2014)

IGSE hosted an Open House at 3 pm on Saturday, March 29th. About 180 guests who were interested in IGSE attended. The program consisted of an introduction
to IGSE and its curriculum. The professors, alumni, and students took part in the introductory session and the open Q & A session that followed.

IGSE Special Lectures

Speaker

Date

Dr. Charles Browne (Meiji Gakuin
University)
Dr. Sandra McKay (University of Hawaii)

•Lectures

Topic

2013. 12. 5

New General Service List & New
Academic Word List

2014. 3. 26

English as an International Language:
Where We Are and Where We Need
to Go

•Training of Speaking Examiners for BEC Preliminary and Vantage Levels

- Sungshin University (April 2014)
•Certification of Speaking Examiners for BEC Preliminary and Vantage Levels
James Forrest

- Sungshin University (April 2014)
•Professional Development Workshop - Cambridge University Team Leaders Japan,

Office of the President

Tokyo (April (2014)
•Professional
•President Park made a welcoming speech and presented awards at the 2014 ‘National

Spelling Bee’.
•Beginning early this year, President Park has become a regular contributor to Teacher Talk

distributed by CAPE (the Center for Asia-Pacific Exchange). Originating in the honolulu-based
Nahm-Sheik Park

•Main Course Tutor, Intensive Celta Course, TTI (January - February 2014)

CAPE, Teacher Talk is e-mailed to all of CAPE's ELT alumni in the entire Asia-Pacific region
on an occasional basis.

Activities

•Centre Inspections : Lycée Francais and Cambridge Institute, Seoul (Dec 2013)

- Cambridge First and Advanced Examinations.
•Delta Observation : British Council, Seoul (Dec 2013)
•Speaking Test Endorsements : Cambridge Exam Centre, Hokkaido, Japan (February);

Shanghai Guanghua Fudan, Beijing Campus (April 2014)
•Annual Meeting, Cambridge University Centre Examination Managers, Japan,

Tokyo (April 2014)

Faculty
•Publication

정영국, 조미옥. 네이버 영한사전 Frendict Level English-Korean Dictionary 편찬

•Lectures

•Classroom Management, 성동교육지원청 원어민보조교사연수, TTI (Nov. 2013)

Youngkuk Jeong

•Co-teaching, 강남교육지원청 원어민보조교사연수, TTI (Nov. 2013)
•CLIL for University Professors, 부산해양대학교 교수학습센터, 부산해양대학교 (Dec. 2013)
Hyeok Park

•Readers’ Theatre, 경기도 초등교사 직무연수, 경기도외국어연수원 (Jan. 2014)
•Publications

•Adapting Classroom Materials Using Process Drama Strategies, Foreign Language

Education, 20(4),91-120
•Developing English Language Teaching Materials Using a Text-driven Approach,

The Journal of Foreign Studies, 27(1),59-94.
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News & Events
Students

Alumni

•IGSE student presented her work at the MELTA Conference November

• IGSE graduate, Hyunwoo Kim

(6th

Wave, English Language Teaching),

16, 2013.

has been accepted for PhD at Iowa State University. He is the third

Developing an Effective ELT Lesson Framework Utilizing One-to-one

student to be accepted at Iowa State University and awarded a full

Mentoring Schemes

scholarship among IGSE graduates.

Welcome to Korean Spelling Bee 2014*
Welcome to the Korean National Spelling Bee's 2014 incarnation. Before I forget,

-Hyojin Lee (2nd Year, English Language Teaching)

let me offer my congratulations to you all for getting selected to compete in this year's

Following is a list of IGSE graduates awarded a full scholarship.
•IGSE student presented her work at The Korea Association of Primary

bee. I know it for a fact that you have to be the best of the best to qualify for this event.

2008 Hyewon Lee (4th Wave, ELT): Iowa State University

As expert spellers, you must be well versed not just in the spellings of tens of

English Education Conference January 18, 2014.

2009 Jimin Kahng (2nd Wave, EMD): Michigan State University

The Effectiveness of Process-Genre based L2 writing Instruction through

2009 Eunjung Kim (5th Wave, ELT): University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

thousands of words but also in their pronunciations, meanings and histories. Wow,

the Use of English Poetry on Korean Elementary School Students

2010 Hiemyung Jo (5th Wave, ELT): Nothern Arizona University

what a feat! That would surely be a huge point of pride for you, your family and your

2011 Seonmin Park (6th Wave, ELT): Nothern Arizona University

friends, wouldn't it? No matter how you end up faring today, you already have a great

2011 Hyesoo Jung (1st Wave, EMD): University of South Florida

deal securely under your belt.

- Kyoungmin Kim (2nd Year, English Language Teaching)
• I GSE student presented her work at the Korean Association for
Lexicography Conference February 21, 2014.
Developing a Guidebook on Strategic Use of Electronic Dictionaries for
Korean Learners' Self-regulated Writing in English

2012 Seokhwan Kim (5th Wave, ELT): Florida State University
2013 Yongkoo Won (6th Wave, EMD): Iowa State University
2014 Hyunwoo Kim (6th Wave, ELT): Iowa State University
2011 Minjeong Song (6th Wave, EMD): Oxford University, UK (Rotary Scholarship)

Nahm-Sheik Park
President

So much for your outstanding English-language competence. Talk about superb. We
have with us today a panel of two truly eminent judges. They are both from International
Graduate School of English, which is the official sponsor of this spelling bee.
Professor Teresa Hyeok Park is rapidly becoming a household name in Korean

- Heekyoung Nam (2nd Year, ELT Materials Development)

Wave, ELT Materials Development),

English-language teaching circles. Professor Phillip Hiver is among the most popular

who recently obtained her PhD degree at Michigan State University, has

international teachers of English in Korea today. As if this were not enough, our two

been appointed as an assistant professor at Northeastern Illinois

judges are fluent speakers of four different languages between them. English, Spanish,

• IGSE graduate, Jimin Kahng

•IGSE students had a paper published in the Journal of KOREALEX.

-진
 동식(2013). 영한사전 오류와 번역 오류: The Hound of the Baskervilles
를 중심으로. 한국사전학, 22, 240-276.

-송
 은하(2013). 영한사전의 역사와 시대별 영한사전의 특징. 한국사전학,
22, 127-159.
•Seunghyuck Yang (10th Wave, English Language
Teaching), Bernadette De La Guerre (2nd Year, ELT
Materials Development) co-authored the book 싱싱 초

(2nd

University in Chicago.
• IGSE graduate, Yeonkyung Bae (5th Wave, ELT Materials Development)

past master at translation and interpretation studies, she is by far the best multilingual

thesis "Teacher-training in Dictionary Use: Voices from Korean Teachers

master of ceremonies that the whole country has to offer for high-brow interlingual

of English" passed the doctoral thesis examination on 2013 December 5

occasions like this bee.

• Bokyung Lee (3rd Wave, ELT Materials Development) had a paper
published in the 한국영어어문교육.

•IGSE student presented her work at 춘계공동학술대회 May 10, 2014.
Multifunctional Uses of a Discourse Marker So by Korean EFL Adult

Our M.C. today happens to be just as special. Ms. 배유정 is not your typical M.C. A

acquired her doctor's degree at Coventry University. Her doctoral

in the Conventry University in the UK.

간단 리얼리얼 잉글리쉬.

French and Korean.

Bokyung Lee (2013). Korean EFL Learners’ Perspectives on ELT Materials
Evaluation Criteria, 한국영어어문교육 19 (4), 55-78

Learners

Now then I wish you all a fun-packed afternoon. Remember that a bee is as much a
competition as it is a social get-together. Try and get to know each other. And enjoy the
company of each other. The network of friends you forge here today may turn out to be
priceless someday. Who knows? Not a few of today's bee participants will, over time,
grow into prominent figures in many walks of life in this country and beyond.
That said, you can think of today's bee as an occasion where you guys get to rub

- Bitna Oh (2nd Year, ELT Materials Development)

• Soon Park (6th Wave, ELT Materials Development)
authored the book 아이의 영어두뇌.

•IGSE student had a paper published in the Journal of English Teaching.
Seo, Jin-In. (2014). The Impact of Cognitive Style on Errors in English

• IGSE graduate, Yeonkyung Bae (5th Wave, ELT Materials Development)

Writing through Extensive Reading: A Case Study. English Teaching, 69(2),

had a paper published in the Journal of Lexicography.

175-198.

Bae, Susanna & Nesi, Hilary, ‘Korean and English ‘Dictionary’ Questions:
What does the Public Want to Know?, Lexicography: Journal of ASIALEX,

1. DOI: 10.1007/s40607-014-0002-3
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elbows with some of the greatest future leaders of the country. Remember that the
guys you are sharing the stage with today may be not just another bunch of boys and
girls. They may be very, very special indeed. Isn't that something?
Thank you.
* This text is taken from President Nahm-Sheik Park's welcoming speech at the
Spelling Bee.
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